Safe & secure!

Perimeter Protection Group
Security made in Germany

www.perimeterprotection.net

Local manufacturer with global competence

As a manufacturer of products
and systems for perimeter
security we offer our customers
solutions for a variety of areas.
With over 65 years of experience,
companies in five countries and
worldwide distributors it is our
aim to offer everything from

one source - from individual
products through to complete
security concepts. And we meet
the highest demands - this is our
promise to our customers! With
our market-leading High Security
counter-terrorism products that
are manufactured in Germany,

we effectively protect buildings,
terrain and people worldwide.
At the same time, our modern
access control products ensure
efficient day-to-day operations,
which are especially required for
commercial real estate.

Salzkotten

We think globally,
we act locally!

65 years of security - facts & figures

1951
1975
1985
1987
1997
2005
2011
2015

elkosta was founded in Salzgitter
WEGO was founded in Salzkotten
Werra was founded in Witzenhausen
First crash test certification for elkosta
Acquisition by Gunnebo
Acquisition of elkosta
Acquisition of the sales organisations in Finland, Sweden and Denmark
Acquisition by STRANDBADEN SVANSHALL INTRESSENTER AB (SSI)

Want to know more?

ABOUT US

>> PPG offers security solutions for a wide variety of areas - including airports

Future-oriented perimeter protection

PPG
implements
futureoriented perimeter protection
solutions that are tailored to
the different requirements of
our customers. The focus is
on the seamless operational
security process with all
relevant
structural
and
technical criteria. Especially risk

management of companies
or commercial real estate as
well as critical infrastructures,
protection of buildings, people,
assets, operations and knowhow is a central factor due to
ever increasing threat. PPG
offers a (high) security portfolio
that includes all relevant

aspects in an overall concept:
Risk assessment, planning and
consulting,
manufacturing
and installation of High
Security
products,
access
control, implementation of
holistic security solutions and
professional customer service.

Individual and comprehensive solutions

As the market leader in the field
of High Security products and
specialist for access control, we
offer our customers security
solutions for a wide variety of

sectors. Our security systems
are individual and modular. This
allows us to respond flexibly to
the needs of different areas and
to offer comprehensive solu-

tions. Our portfolio is perfectly
tailored to the complex security
requirements of the respective
application areas.

Many years of professional experience

in the assessment of risks or security gaps, vulnerabilities and potential threats
in the creation of individual security concepts
in the planning and construction of certified security systems
in maintenance and servicing
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PRODUCT/SOLUTION

Our product at a glance

Internationally certified High Security product
Type-tested gates
Boom barriers and turnstiles

Fence
Mechanical barriers
Entrance Control

We provide effective security solutions for

Airports
Communities and public places
Embassies and governmental buildings
Financial sector
Harbours
Industrial sites

Logistics and transportation
Military
(Nuclear) power plants
Prisons, forensics
Stadiums

Modern production and long-term coating

At our production site in
Germany we produce high
quality products, which are
used worldwide. We apply
a special coating process
that makes our products
virtually resistant to external
influences. This is to ensure
that our products are highly
weather resistant and durable
in different climate zones.

Among others we provide the
TRI-PROTECT® process. An
additional quality feature of
our products – of course per the
applicable DIN standards. TRIPROTECT® ensures long term
corrosion protection coating
per DIN 55633 corrosion
protection C5, high durability
(>15 years) and C5-industrial
and
marine
atmosphere,

medium
durability
(5-15
years). The coating system was
salt spray tested for approx.
2000h without loss of surface
protection per DIN EN ISO
9227 and blasted per DIN EN
ISO 12944 in class SA 2.5. Also,
in terms of environmental
compatibility our solventfree applications achieve plus
points!

Quality from conviction

We
conduct
construction
analyses based on advanced
computer simulations of realistic
extreme loads to optimise
manufacturing tolerances, cost

and reliability of all components.
Afterwards
our
products
undergo real long-term stress
tests e.g. on our in-house testing
field. Before leaving our factory

all our products are subjected
to
substantial
operational
inspection such as a force
measurement for gates!
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QUALITY

>> Security products of the highest quality made in Germany

Comprehensive quality management

We choose to undergo both
internal audits and external
inspections carried out by
multiple independent experts.
As a result, we can prove

the constant quality of our
products and the efficiency of
our processes. Therefore our
company is of course DIN EN ISO
9001 certified, in order to ensure

own, constant quality control
and other services through a
modern quality management
system.

Maximum protection with the PPG High Security range

Our PPG High Security products
are the best choice for a
comprehensive safety concept
in critical environments. These
products
reliably
prevent
unauthorised or violent vehicle
access. All our High Security
products are certified to the
highest level in accordance with
PAS 68 (7.5 t at 80 km/h) or ASTM

F 2656/ DOS (6.8 t at 80 km/h)
or IWA 14-1 (7.2 t at 80 km/h).
Some bollard types are also
tested at a lower level (K4, M30).
Today the High Security market is
facing an increasing competition
from manufacturers of noncrash tested products. Evidence
of compliance with required
crash rating is often given by

presenting a self-certification on
the basis of static calculations
instead of a valid crash test
certification. But only a real
crash test can ultimately prove
the product´s resistance to the
applied impact load and thus
ensure compliance as per the
required level of security.

>> Crash bollard M50 or M30 secure city centers effectively

Want to know more?

HIGH SECURITY

>> Decorative crash bollards

Effective counter-terrorism in inner cities

Due
to
the
growing
danger of terrorism or the
instrumentalisation of vehicles
for attacks, it is necessary to
regulate and secure access to
municipalities and public places
such as marketplaces, schools,
stadiums, railway stations,
libraries, etc. PPG has a certified

product portfolio as well as
many years of experience from
successful municipal projects
to ensure reliable protection
of inner cities. Therefore, we
can competently advise cities
and municipalities on the
optimisation of corresponding
security concepts. Hydraulic

or fixed bollards with impact
protection are the ideal
choice. These ensure that an
unauthorised vehicle cannot
enter the secured area or
is
stopped
prematurely!
Pedestrians
and
cyclists,
however, can pass unhindered.

Comprehensive customer service and training

We offer a range of services
tailored to individual customer
needs and place particular
focus on smooth process from
the very start. To meet all
customers` demands, we have
a team of trained specialists
in the areas of mechanics,
electronics and hydraulics
as well as skills in the wide
field of modern planning
technology. Installation and
maintenance are carried out
worldwide by our experienced

and intensively trained local
partners. At PPG, we believe in
expertise throughout education.
Therefore, PPG offers its national
and international customers,
partners and distributors training
under modern conditions in own
training and exhibition centres
in Germany and Denmark. The
approximately 550 m² German
training centre is located near
PPG´s factory in Salzkotten.
The Danish training centre is
in Roskilde, Denmark, only 25

minutes from Copenhagen
and the airport. Both centres
include an exhibition area for
the product portfolio, which
includes among others sliding
gates, quick folding gates, fence
and our internationally certified
High Security products. Here we
train hands on with installed
and
operational
product.
Furthermore, there are separate
training or conference rooms
where theoretical knowledge is
provided.

>> Great service close to our customers!
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AT A GLANCE

Individual advice

Technical documentation

Individual and customer-oriented advice
and planning for an optimal security
solution.

In order to keep track of every phase
of the project, PPG of course also
offers a professional technical product
documentation in addition to detailed
planning documents.

Detailed planning

As a partner in all aspects of perimeter
security, PPG advises and guides through
all phases of the project and plans detailed
concepts for a wide variety of building or
site types and security requirements.
Well thought-out approach

The basis for the planning and
implementation of suitable security
solutions is the respective requirement
profile of our customers. All processes
- from guidelines to security processes
to daily operations - are individually
incorporated into the planning.

Implementation and installation

PPG has many years of experience in the
installation and commissioning of systems
for perimeter protection - from the use of
individual products to the implementation
of integrated complete solutions.
Customer service

We offer ‚full service‘ in all matters of
safety! Regular maintenance of the
systems and short-term support for any
repairs or accidental damage is part of the
comprehensive service package!

Market leading products

Professional training

The product range includes classic
security products for effective perimeter
protection, access control and entrance
control. In addition, we offer crash-tested
High Security products that are certified in
accordance with international standards.

In order to always be able to deliver the
highest possible quality in all areas, we
offer our international customers and
partners practical technical training on
installed and functioning products in our
own training centers.

Perimeter Protection Group

- safe & secure!

Our products
Access Control
- Aluminium sliding gates EntraLight®
- Turnstile TurnSec
- Swing gates
- Quick folding gates EntraQuick®
- Boom barriers GES/GHS
- Steel sliding gates EntraSteel®
- Traffic bollard TrafficSec

Fence
- Industrial fence
- Mechanical barriers

High Security products
- Decorative crash bollards
- Roadblocker DSP® K12
- Barrier Lift System
- Quick folding gate EntraQuick PU30®
- Crash bollards M50, M30
- Tracked Gate M50
- Tyre Killer
- Wedge Barrier II and K12

Worldwide references
Akershus Castle Oslo

Dubai Tower (Burj Khalifa)

Nuclear Power Plants Switzerland

Aramco, Riyadh

Embassies and Ministries in Berlin

Nuclear power Plants UK

Army Base in RAK

Finnish Parliament, Helsinki

OMPI Geneva

Australian Embassies

German Embassies

Qipco Tower, Doha

Bank of Ghana

Government Kazakhstan

Saudi Arabian Embassies

Bank of Oman

Government Norway, Oslo

Swedish Parliament, Stockholm

Banque de France

HBOS Kilmartin, Glasgow

Uno Wien

BKS Cash Handling Copenhagen

HBOS Tweed House Edinburgh

US Airforce Ramstein

British Embassies/High Commissions

Hungarian Parliament

US Embassies

Kuwait Oil Company

Ministry of Finance, Oslo

US Military Camp Novo Selo

Canadian Embassies

Norwegian Broadcasting Marienlyst

US Military Grafenwöhr

Christiansborg Copenhagen

Nuclear Power Plants France

US Patton Barracks, Heidelberg

City Hall Oslo

Nuclear Power Plants Germany

US Shopping Center Wiesbaden
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